tripurainfo shines : books remain not only storehouse of
knowledge but tower of strength for ‘Exam Warriors’

Jayanta Debnath
Books since time immemorial have been perennial sources of knowledge and information but books
have also been targets of barbaric invaders to foreign nations. It is a long and agonizing story but what
seems relevant in the present context is that even the inventions of computer, internet, plethora of
search engines and other online sources of information books have retained their charm. Any one
seeking an in-depth understanding of a subject have perforce to read books for authentic knowledge.
Among the categories of books, a relatively recent and popular genre is the surfeit of books on general
knowledge, current affairs and information about basic history, geography, science and other subjects .
Books on such subjects often outsell others in book fairs and markets. The urge and need for jobs
through competitive exams is so high and all pervasive now that books that act as guides and helps
candidates for competitive exams for jobs achieve instant popularity.
Nothing illustrates the point better than the two latest books published by tripurainfo.com, titled ‘TPSC
Master Guide 2019-2020’ meant for candidates of exams for posts such as LD Typist, SI, TSR constable or
any other non-gazetted posts and ‘TCS & TPS , Gade-II Exam Guide 2019-2020’ which is meant for posts
and services mentioned in the title itself. While the twin books have already generated enthusiastic
interest among students and candidates for jobs, the actual market response is also highly encouraging.
State’s eminent journalist and the living spirit behind tripurainfoi.com-state’s highest-accessed news
portal, Jayanta Debnath has richly contributed to the cause of students and candidates for jobs by
authoring the books.
The first edition of ‘TPSC Master Guide-2019-2020’ is designed for TPSC screening tests exams, Tripura
secretariat and high court clerical services. Sets of questions on all possible subjects relevant to these
exams have been prepared with answers to help candidates prepare themselves easily. The ‘TCS and TPS
Grade-II Exam Guide 2019-2020’, on the other hand, presents MCQ practice programme-I and MCQ
practice programme-II . The questions and answers covered include Tripura-India-World, History and
Geography, Cultural Affairs, GK and current events, Indian politics and economy, General Science,
Environment, Numerical Ability, Computer (Basic Knowledge), English Composition and Grammar.
Knowledge of all these subjects are essential to candidates for the preliminary and main exams of the
TCS and TPS Grade-II exams.
Published by Tripurainfo.com, state’s highest accessed news portal, these books have already stirred the
market as did other books published by the organization earlier. Tripura’s leading educationist and
principal of the ‘School of Science’ Abhijit Bhattacharjee has authored an informative ‘Foreword’ to
explain the changes brought about by the TPSC authority in the syllabus for the competitive exams in
the sleek 395 and 399 pages volumes.

